
"He who binds to himself a joy Does the winged life destroy                                    
But he who kisses the joy as it flies Lives in eternity's sun rise"           William Blake

In this weekend we will explore a particular ego structure we call the soul child. The soul child
contains all the emotional, instinctual, alive, spontaneeous, joyful, troublesome, uncontrollable
qualities we were as a 3-4 year old. This was the young child that needed to be taught how to
take his/her place in society. Inevitably this civilising was not fully attuned and so our soul child
could not develop in an organic way and went into hiding taking all those qualities with her/him.

However our soul child is still around and often, given the chance, taking over in a troublesome
way causing disruption in our lives. For us to move towards true maturity we need to come to
terms with our soul child in a genuine way. We can then grow as a whole with grace and balance
and recover the vibrancy we had then. We are much more than our soulchild. However we
cannot grow when we do not deal with the immaturities of our soul child because our soulchild is
still influencing our behaviour.

In this weekend we will explore the maturation that can happen through understanding and
integrating the soul child at the centre of our ego.

Led by : Breda Perrem and John Smalenskas, certified Diamond Approach teachers
Dates & Times : June 12th and 13th 2021    9:00-12:00 & 14:00-17:00
Cost : 160 euro, 60 euro secures registration
Contact : Breda Perrem            bredap9@gmail.com       087 0518420
                John Smalenskas      thejohnjs@gmail.com      089 4142895
Technology : uses Zoom video conferencing. Needs tablet, laptop or pc and internet
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